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ok, i found it. it was a bit hidden in
the zip archive, it was file
"v6_7.zip", and inside were the
files "v6_7" and
"v6_7_amibcp3_3.0.1.zip", the
latter was the one with the
real.zip archive. the files inside
"v6_7" are all in hex format,
among which there are the v2_21,
v3.13 and v3.13_amibcp.hex i
dont know how i used the v3.hex
file to check for the existence of
the "v6_7_amibcp3_3.zip" file, but
i just did, and it worked, my name
is all bolded in the post above. i
tried to open the v3.hex with the
included amibcp 2.42, and it
works, both the amibcp 3.13 and
the v3.hex files load, but i only
got the multilanguage module not
found error message. but the
v3.hex file with the amibcp 3.13,
works properly when you use the
amibcp 2.42.i have installed the
amibcp 3.13, but i cant find the
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module.. i guess i should have
guessed. ok after a few more
hours trying to figure out how to
remove the multilanguage module
not found error, i decided to add a
single word to one of the files. it
was the "ami" module. i searched
for the word "ami" in the
v3.13_amibcp.hex file and found
it, changed the first byte of the
word "ami" from "86" to "87" in
hex, saved, and it worked. i can
now open the amibcp 3.13 with
amibcp 3.37.i will try to remove
the word "ami" from all the files to
make it work with amibcp 3.13
and amibcp 3.37 (i think that is
the command i should use), and
will inform you of it.i am now
loading the amibcp 3.13 and the
v3.hex file with the amibcp 3.37,
and i think it will work, will report
back when it does..thanks for the
help.
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in amibcp v7.60 you can indeed
only flash in a single file. the

difference between v7.60 and
v7.61 is the layout, not the file

size or original byte layout, so you
can just use the v7.61 settings file

and be done with it. hi stu,i'm
trying to make the flashrom.bin

file to be compatible with amibcp
5.02, but i have a problem that

the flashrom.bin file doesn't work
in amibcp 5.02. i'm using the tool
of flashrom v0.7.2 i think is the

latest version. so could you please
help me? thanks a lot,mauricio

supported platforms: windows xp,
windows 2000, windows nt,
windows 98, windows me,

windows vista, windows 2003,
windows xp x64 lnix, cnix, lnix

amibicp v451 lnix amibcp v5.02
linux amibcp v453 wii amibcp
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v5.03 version 5.06 of amibcp has
problems. i had issues with

flashing back to amibcp v5.03, i
cant even see the setup tap. i just

loaded it as an option in ios but
still have issues with flashing back

to the amibcp 5.03: ok, finally
found the issue. i was using the
3.37 for dos amibcp version, but
the file was produced by the 3.36

version. i just used the 3.36
amibcp for dos and edited the
bios of the km266 board and it
was like magic. it actually did
show the entire column, i can

make changes, save them and the
screen refreshes. i changed the

language to english and the
popup shows the selected

language in the bottom right
corner. makes me happy. i'll be
testing the newer version for a
few days and see if i can get it

working with my old board. just a
little bit of a workaround. thanks
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for all the help.chris. 5ec8ef588b
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